SHIPLOADS    OF    TOWNS
get from Spitzbergen. A bunker station on Dickson Island
will store some of the coal from Norilsk, the new mining
centre on Taimyr. The new ice-breakers, however, will be
driven with Diesel-electric power, and they also will benefit
enormously from the oil to be had on the Northern Sea
Route itself. Last, but not least, is the great importance
of oil on the spot for Arctic aviation.
Madame Deviatkina was, of course, quite right in her
emphasis of the economic importance of Nordvyk.   Never-
theless I am sure that the idea of fighting in the Polar regions
for new wealth—just because it is wealth that enriches a
whole nation—brings a great element of romance for the
people (almost all very young) who go up there.  Nordvyk,
when I visited it, was still a place run entirely by pioneer
enthusiasts, fully conscious of the value of their work and
proud of it.   Friends at the dinner table talked of Nordvyk
as if it was already an accomplished fact.    'Of course, you
cannot understand this attitude of ours9, Deviation said,
when I  interjected one of my rather sceptical remarks.
'You come from the world of capitalism that knows nothing
but  decline  and restriction.    Nothing grows  with you.
Your economic system is on the down grade.    Therefore
you have the psychology of the old.   It does not matter that
I have grey hair and you are only a young boy.   I live in a
country which changes continually.   What was a dream for
us five years ago, when you called our plans of construction
only lies and Bolshevik propaganda, is reality to-day.   What,
you will publish about Nordvyk as it is to-day will no longer
idc true when the pages of your book have come out of the
printing press.   When we look at a bulb we can already see
the colours and enjoy the perfume of a future flower while
all you sec is a dirty brown onion.   Our optimism is not a
matter  of temperament and national  character  as you
pretend.   On the contrary, the old Russian was a melancholy
nihilist.    Our optimism is the logical consequence of our
experience.   We have seen that what our leaders, and what

